The idea that the United States dominates cutting-edge science and technology is challenged by the decline in the U.S. share of patents and the growth of corporate spending on research and development (R&D) in emerging countries like China and India (1–3). Because scientific discovery is critical to economic growth, these trends have sparked concerns as to what is driving companies to conduct R&D in these countries and the implications for future competitiveness, particularly given problems with the U.S. patent system and improving protection of intellectual property (IP) in emerging economies (4–9). Similar concerns pervade European innovation policy initiatives (10). The popular press has fueled these concerns with reports of R&D moving to emerging countries in search of low costs (11).

A survey we conducted of 249 R&D-intensive companies headquartered primarily in the United States and Western Europe revealed that respondents expect their R&D to grow in emerging economies and to decline in developed economies for complex reasons (12, 13). Lower R&D cost in emerging economies was not the main reason; market factors, collaboration with university scientists, and quality of R&D personnel were all at least as important as cost (12, 14).

Here we focus on the type of R&D conducted in different countries and argue that appropriate policies in the face of globalization should focus not only on the factors affecting location but also on the type of R&D conducted. We categorize R&D according to a taxonomy suggested by R&D executives as one they use in tracking internal R&D. This allows us to focus on the extent to which companies use cutting-edge science and show that the type of industrial R&D differs substantially in developed versus emerging country sites. An econometric model is used to relate the type of R&D at various sites to country characteristics. In the survey, respondents were asked to identify a recently established or currently planned R&D facility both outside and inside the home country. Respondents identified 145 facilities in developed economies (primarily the United States and Western Europe) and 90 in emerging economies (primarily China and India). They were asked to characterize the technological and market focus of R&D at the site. The technological focus was defined as either (i) a novel application of science as an output of the R&D (it could be patentable or not) or (ii) an application of science currently used by the firm and/or its competitors. We refer to (i) as new science and (ii) as familiar science. The market focus was defined as either (iii) to create products or services that are new to the firm or (iv) for the improvement of products or services that the firm already offers its customers or where it has a good understanding of the end use. We refer to (iii) as the improvement of products or services that are new to the firm or (iv) as familiar markets. Combining these four gives four types of R&D: new science to create new markets, new science to improve familiar markets, familiar science to create new markets, and familiar science to improve familiar markets.

To clarify, when Pfizer developed Viagra, it was a new molecular structure with application in a market not served by Pfizer. It was new science for a new market. Cialis, based on the same molecular structure, was later developed by Lilly to serve a new market for Lilly. It was familiar science for a new market. Once-a-week versions developed by either company would be familiar science for familiar markets.

We asked respondents for the percent of effort devoted to new science, regardless of whether it is for new or familiar markets. The his-
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A survey shows that companies conduct most new science in developed rather than developing economies for reasons that may not always characterize the U.S. situation.

**Type and purpose of R&D.**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science/market</th>
<th>Percentage of effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiar/familiar</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar/new</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New/familiar</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New/new</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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characteristics come from an index created from responses regarding a series of statements or factors that, if true for a country, would be a positive factor for locating a facility there. For each factor, respondents were first asked the extent to which they agree or disagree that the factor accurately characterizes the country in which the facility is located. They were then asked how important or central the factor was in the deliberations on location of the facility. Responses on agreement and importance were combined to create a measure of the extent to which a factor drove the location decision. We then tested the hypotheses that some of these factors are also central to the type of R&D conducted (see table below).

Because one would expect the availability of high-quality personnel to be important for any kind of scientific research, it is not clear how the ratio of new to familiar science would vary (if at all) with the quality of personnel. Our regression analysis showed that, although quality of R&D personnel affects location decisions, it is not significantly related to the type of science. Cost was significantly related to the type of science with an increase in cost decreasing the ratio of new to familiar science. Growth potential and supporting sales were expected to be more important for familiar than new science, because R&D in those cases is likely to be product localization. An increase in market potential or a facility that supports sales is associated with a decreased ratio of new to familiar science. Results for the two IP factors were similar to those for quality of personnel, in that the IP factors were statistically important in location decisions, but were not significantly related to the ratio of new to familiar science. Thus IP protection appears to be equally important for both new and familiar science. In terms of the Viagra/Cialis example, it would not be surprising that Pfizer and Lilly consider IP protection equally important for both products, even though the former represents new science and the latter familiar science.

The most striking result is that the factors related to universities (presence of university faculty with special expertise and ease of collaboration with universities) had the strongest impact on the type of science conducted. Each is statistically significant in the regression, and an improvement in either leads to a substantial increase in new relative to familiar science (16).

The relative importance of factors is summarized in the table, (left). With regard to government and university policy, these results suggest that, for developed economies to maintain an advantage for cutting-edge corporate research, the keys are maintaining excellence and accessibility of research universities. The new science at sites identified by our respondents is largely conducted in developed economies, and this is significantly related to university factors. In the survey, respondents were more likely to agree that both faculty expertise and ease of collaboration with universities are greatest in developed economies.

Nonetheless, there is a cautionary message. Although respondents claim it is easier to collaborate with universities in developed countries, there is mounting evidence of changing corporate sentiment. U.S. universities have become more aggressive in negotiating IP terms, enough so as to instigate policy discussions on new guidelines for corporate-university research agreements (18). Recent research on university industry collaboration in the European economies that have adopted U.S. policies regarding university research shows similar concerns (19). This dynamic will only be accentuated as the quality of universities in emerging economies improves.
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